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Tarkett provides integrated flooring solutions developed to enable you to design 

floors that meet specific customer needs and provide unique end user benefits. 

Combining the broad product portfolio of vinyl, linoleum, laminate, carpet and 

wood flooring with a huge palette of colours and designs, Tarkett can provide 

the perfect solution for almost every commercial and residential application. 

Our Balanced Choice approach to product sustainability ensures you can be 

comfortable that we have made every effort to minimise their impact on the 

environment during their entire life.

tarkett - all you’ll need

a worldwide leader  
in Flooring

> 130 years experience

> Employs over 10,700 people

> 38 production sites

>  Largest resilient  
flooring range

>  Serves customers in more 
than 100 countries

>  Over 1.3 million m² of 
flooring sold every day

With the Tarkett viewer on your iPad, you can bring 
images in this brochure to life.

1.     Download the free Tarkett Viewer from the App store. 

2.      Look for the Tarkett Viewer logo on an image  
in this brochure.

3.     Start the app on your iPad and tap the viewer button 
in the toolbar.

4.     Hold your iPad over the image to trigger an action.

Bring images to life

Using the Tarkett Viewer app requires an internet connection and data charges may apply.

download the free 
tarkett Viewer 

from the itunes 
app store here
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SJ Travel Center, Sweden

Tarkett offers the market’s most suitable flooring solutions for the retail 
channel by listening to the professionals, and by being on hand to offer 
information and assistance through every stage of a project – from planning, 
to installation, to ongoing cleaning and maintenance including:

•  Certification for each product to 
meet regulations and compliance

•  Access to international colour 
trends and styles

•  Specialised design insights in 
collaboration with industry 
experts

•  GreenTag accreditation for 
Linoleum & HO ranges

•  Onsite installation support

•  Product warranties for your  
peace of mind

•  Technical advice and support for 
specialised applications

•  Full suite of online resources at 
professionals.tarkett.com.au

with you all the way

Gary Eggers – National Technical Manager
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performance
Stores and shopping centres are busy places and the flooring needs to withstand 

heavy foot and trolley traffic.  It also needs to be easy to maintain so it stays 

looking good day after day. 

why tarkett Flooring?
> Extreme durability and  

resistance

> Outstanding cleaning and 
maintenance properties

> Complete flooring offer with 
solutions for every area

OnOff Väsby, Sweden IKEA, Australia



durability
Tarkett flooring’s combination of 
high quality raw materials and 
advanced surface treatments 
ensures the highest levels of 
durability and surface resistance 
properties. Thanks to heavy-duty 
wear layers, it also has excellent 
resistance to indentation. This 
guarantees that your floor will 
retain its good looks throughout an 
extended service life, backed by our 
extensive warranties for your peace 
of mind.

Cleaning and Maintenance 
Tarkett’s flooring all offer excellent 
cleaning and maintenance 
properties with minimal effort and 
use of chemicals.  Tarkett iQ vinyl’s 
advanced construction allows easy 
surface regeneration for unrivalled 
ease of cleaning and long lasting 
good looks. 

Functionality 
Our huge range ensures we can 
provide a choice of flooring options 
for almost every application. 
From the extreme durability of 
our linoleum and iQ vinyl ranges 
for entrances and storage areas 
to hygienic and slip resistant 
Safetred for food areas we can 
meet your needs. For product 
recommendations, check out  
the Flooring Solutions section  
of this brochure.

lifetime cost effectiveness
Studies show that the cost of 
cleaning and maintenance 
represents an average of 92% of 
a flooring’s total life cycle cost. 
Tarkett’s low-maintenance floor 
coverings can reduce these costs by 
up to 30%, giving the market’s best 
life cycle cost.

Our floating floor solutions such 
as ID Excellence 50 Click have the 
additional benefit of being quick 
to install and easy to relocate 
providing a huge benefit in the fast 
changing retail environment.

BOX Store, Portugal
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Tarkett’s diverse design range allows you to enhance the shopping experience 

whether it’s a trip to the supermarket or to an exclusive designer boutique.  They 

can also be used to strengthen the brand and provide visual clues to help guide 

the movement of clients through the premises.

infinite possibilities
The flooring makes a major 
contribution to a positive and 
powerful impact. The total Tarkett 
range offer is based upon an 
understanding of colour and 
interpretations of materials, 
providing extraordinary design 
freedom with a remarkable variety of 
colours and patterns.

Alongside our genuine wood 
and laminate flooring, our vinyl 
collections include extremely 
realistic wood and stone patterns, 
concrete, brushed metallic, textile 
and other structured effects, 
providing a palette of natural 
materials, with all the performance 
benefits of vinyl flooring. 

design

Mio Furniture, Sweden
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why tarkett Flooring?
> Developed for comfort

> Wide design offer

> Design coordination  
across all ranges

Modular flexibility
Our range of carpet tiles, vinyl tiles 
and planks offer unrivalled flexibility 
and can be used in countless 
combinations to create unique and 
striking design effects. 

Our modular floors not only look 
great but our loose lay range, such 
as Square and Space, provides the 
practical benefits of ease of moving 
and adapting to different spaces 
and the ability to replace a single 
element in the event of damage. 

Brand enhancement
The huge range of colours and 
textures on offer ensures you can 
create a truly unique design that 
compliments and enhances the 
look and feel of the brand. Tarkett’s 
Floorcraft Design Library offers 
a selection of motifs in a wide 
choice of colours and patterns. Our 
comprehensive accessories range is 
available in up to 38 colours and is 
specially developed to coordinate 
perfectly with all Tarkett flooring 
range to create customised designs 
and brand logotypes.

The Gateway Food Court, South Africa

Many colours and patterns have 
been developed to be used in 
mixed installations for even more 
striking effect.
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Tarkett is a leader in sustainable product innovation and environmentally 

responsible manufacturing. From selecting sustainable raw materials to 

facilitating reuse and recycling at the end of the product’s life we focus on finding 

better solutions at every step of the way. 

 

natural and renewable
We source raw materials from 
nature as far as possible for our 
vinyl, linoleum, wood and laminate 
floorings. iQ Natural is the benchmark 
in environmentally friendly flooring, 
with a new plasticiser based on oil 
from the Ricinus communis plant,  
and other natural fillers, the  
natural and renewable content is  
an incredible 75%.

Tarkett’s engineered wood flooring 
uses natural hardwood for the wear 
surface while approximately 75% 
of the product is produced using 
softwood sourced from forests 
that have a positive net growth of 
timber.

sensitive manufacturing
A driving force for us is to develop 
processes and products that 
meet the highest standards for 
sustainability, from production 
through to disposal or recycling. 
We try to reduce water and energy 
consumption in our factories and 
ensure that waste and pollution 
are minimised. ISO 9001 and 
14001 certifications recognise 
the efforts we make to ensure that 
our production processes respect 
people and the environment.

sustainabilty

a lifetime of benefits
By careful engineering our iQ range 
delivers valuable health, hygiene 
and welfare benefits. The unique 
Surface Restoration properties of 
iQ minimise the need for water, 
detergent and energy for cleaning 
and maintenance. With maintenance 
savings in excess of 30 % iQ offer 
the market’s best Life Cycle Cost and 
a measurably enhanced ROI.

reuse and recycle
Tarkett was one of the first 
flooring companies to recycle 
post-production waste and remains 
the industry leader. The iQ range 
produced at our Ronneby plant on 
average contains 25.5% recycled 
content consisting of post-
production/post-installation waste 
and is 100% recyclable. 

Zumpolle, Netherlands

Mio Furniture, Sweden
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good indoor air Quality
Tarkett flooring contributes to good 
indoor air quality and a healthier 
quality of life, with Volatile Organic 
Compound (VOC) emissions below 
quantifiable levels. 

phthalate free
Tarkett constantly eco-innovates 
to improve the raw materials used 
in its vinyl flooring. Tarkett has 
now substituted one of the current 
plasticizers with a new generation 
of non-phthalate plasticizer in all 
its homogeneous flooring. Tarkett 
continues to search for the safest 
raw materials to ensure safer, 
healthier indoor environments.

Better Materials

Where we can use renewable,  
natural resources, we do

reuse and reCyCle

We use more recycled  
content at the start and recycle  

more product at the end

resourCe stewardship

Using fewer resources is good  for the 
environment and the bottom line

people-Friendly spaCes

We make floors that  
are healthier and safer

tarkett’s Balanced Choice
Our overall company approach to sustainability is called Balanced Choice and is integrated into our product offering. 

Every person, project and environment is different and requires different choices. Tarkett can advise you on the floors 

that work best for a given project, for a given environment and for a given budget, without conflicting interests.

Lorna Jane, Australia
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Flooring solutions

Toilets & Ameneties 
granit safe t

Service Areas 
iQ granit

Hair Salon 
id excellence 50 Click

Department Store 
id excellence 70

Elevators 
iQ Megalit

Kitchens / Food Preparation 
safetred uni

Supermarket Aisles & Checkout 
iQ optima

Chilled Food Area 
granit safe-t
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Offices 
square & space acoustic

Fitness Centre 
tapiflex 65

Pharmacy 
id excellence 70

Bulky Goods 
iQ granit

Entrance / Information Kiosk 
id excellence 70

Food Court 
id excellence 70

Fashion 
id excellence 70

Change Rooms 
tandus Carpet tiles

Fresh Food Area 
id excellence 70

Children’s Play Area 
tapiflex 65
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Flooring solutions

entrance/ information kiosk 
The entrance is the first opportunity to make an impact. While colour & design will set the tone of the environment, 
durability and ease of maintenance will be key to a flooring selection that will endure high foot traffic and still look great.

product durability designs Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 70 0.7mm wear layer Timber 14 timber patterns

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click 0.5mm wear layer Timber 10 timber patterns some with embossing

Suitable iQ Eminent 2mm thick All over pattern 26 colours with 3D effect

Central Management offices
Comfort and visual appeal are important considerations in an office environment. Tarkett offer a large range of colours 
and designs to suit your professional décor.  With the local nature of wear around workstations our modular solutions 
allow for ease of replacement or repair.

product durability designs Colours
Recommended Square & Space 0.7/0.8mm wear layer Timber, stone, textile  

and structure
42 colours

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click 0.7mm wear layer Timber 10 colours

Suitable Carpet Tiles Colour fast and fade resistant. Superior tear resistance  12 contemporary designs 52 colours

department stores
The huge variety of merchandise creates the need to provide a supremely comfortable shopping environment to 
encourage clients to shop the whole store. Our range of modern designs, and aesthetic colour palette offer cushioned 
comfort and help make shopping a pleasure. With ID Excellence’s outstanding wear and ease of maintenance 
characteristics you can be confident of the best life cycle cost in the market. 

product durability designs Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 70 0.7mm wear layer Timber patterns 14 colours

Suitable Acczent Excellence 80 0.8mm wear layer Timber & textile 16 colours

Suitable iQ Natural iQ unique surface restoration All over design 35 colours

store in a store
For brands to develop their own retail presence within an existing department store they need to clearly delineate 
their space from the rest of the store. The Tarkett range of modular flooring solutions offers huge flexibility to capture 
the brand personality whilst being quick and easy to install and remove.

product durability designs Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 50 Click 0.5mm wear layer Timber Patterns 10 colours

Suitable ID Excellence 70 0.7mm wear layer Timber patterns 14 colours

Suitable Laminate 8mm thick 6 design ranges 17 colours
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Changing rooms
Changing rooms can be challenging spaces and not only for those facing the mirror.  Barefoot comfort and a quiet 
environment help to make important decisions easier. Our range of laminates, carpet tiles and modular vinyl 
compliments our shop floor solutions for an integrated modern look.

product Comfort designs acoustic
Recommended Carpet Tiles Colour fast and fade resistant. 

Superior tear resistance  
12 contemporary designs Quiet and comfortable 

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click 0.7mm wear layer Timber patterns Quiet under foot

Suitable Laminate 8mm thick 6 design ranges Install with acoustic underlay

*Good resistance to everyday substances

toilets and Baby Change areas
Safety is a key concern in toilet and baby change areas where soap and splashes can lead to slips and falls. Our range of 
attractive safety vinyl products offers superior slip resistance whilst withstanding harsh cleaning chemicals for a long 
life of easy maintenance.

product slip resistance Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended Granit Safe T R10 EN423* 11 colours

Suitable Safetred Uni R10 EN423* 16 colours

Suitable Safetred Excellence Wood R10 EN423* 9 colours

stairways
The safety of clients and personnel is paramount. For stair safety with style Tarkett Tapiflex Stairs offers slip-
resistance, durability and noise reduction in a broad range of colours and designs.

product slip resistance durability Colours
Recommended Tapiflex Stairs R10 Extreme toughness & durability with superior lifecycle costs 11 colours

*Good resistance to everyday substances

supermarket / Check out
Constant foot and trolley traffic plus frequent spills and breakages make supermarkets a tough environment 
for flooring. Tarkett’s high performance vinyls are up to the task with highly durable wear layers with excellent 
maintenance characteristics and modular options for quick installation and easy reconfiguration. 

product durability Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended iQ Optima 0.3mm wear layer EN423* 30 colours

Suitable ID Excellence 70 0.7mm wear layer EN423* 14 colours

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click modular 0.5mm EN423* 10 colours

Fresh Food areas
Unpackaged food and the constant moisture required to keep fruit and vegetables looking fresh and inviting provides 
greater cleaning challenges. Tarkett’s solutions combine safety underfoot with a surface that is easy to clean and is 
suitable for heavy foot traffic.

product slip resistance Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 70 R9 EN423* 14 colours

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click modular R10 EN423* 10 colours

Suitable Safetred Excellence Wood R10 EN423* 9 colours

*Good resistance to everyday substances
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Flooring solutions

Children’s play area
Play areas are a great way of keeping kids amused during a shopping trip. Tarkett have a range of bright and colourful 
designs to liven children’s senses that are soft and quiet underfoot helping to keep them safe and reduce disturbance of 
other shoppers.

product slip resistance durability design
Recommended Tapiflex 65 R10 0.7mm wear layer Huge range of timber, geometric, 

textile and stone 

Suitable Granit Acoustic R9 Superior wear resistance with low 
maintenance

8 all over colours

Suitable Design 300 Pole Position R10 0.25mm wear layer on 3mm cushion 
backed product

Unique racetrack design

Food Court
Food courts are subject to high foot traffic and attract more than their fair share of spills. Tarkett’s slip resistant 
hardwearing and easy to clean flooring will provide safety and long lasting good looks for the perfect dining experience.

product slip resistance durability design
Recommended ID Excellence 70 R9 0.7mm wear layer 14 timbers

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click modular R10 0.5mm wear layer 10 timbers

Suitable Acczent Wood R10 0.8mm pure PVC transparent wear layer 14 timbers

Chilled Food area
Condensation can be an issue in chilled and frozen areas of food stores. It is important to ensure the flooring in these 
areas offers superior slip resistance as well as being hygienic and easy to clean.

product slip resistance Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended iQ Granit R10 EN423* 41 colours

Suitable Safetred Excellence Wood R10 EN423* 9 colours

Suitable Safetred Uni R10 EN423* 2mm thick, Safety Clean XP PUR reinforced surface

*Good resistance to everyday substances

kitchen/ Food preparation
Safety and hygiene are paramount in food preparation areas where slips can result in injuries and burns. Tarkett’s 
range of safety flooring provides a high slip rating together with hygienic surface which will withstand moisture and 
not harbour bacteria. 

product slip resistance Chemical resistance durability
Recommended Safetred Uni R10 EN423* 2mm thick, Safety Clean XP PUR reinforced surface

Suitable Granit Safe T R10 EN423* 2mm thick

Suitable Safetred  Excellence Wood R10 EN423* 2mm thick, Safety Clean XP PUR reinforced surface

*Good resistance to everyday substances
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Bulky goods
Bulky goods stores provide special challenges for flooring but Tarkett is up to the task. Our high performance flooring 
solutions offer exceedingly high levels of mechanical resistance to foot traffic, heavy trolleys and even forklifts. This 
durability is combined with acoustic benefits and a huge range of design choices to ensure a pleasant shopping experience.

product durability design acoustics
Recommended iQ Granit 2mm thick All over design Quiet underfoot

Suitable iQ Optima 2mm thick All over designs Quiet underfoot

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click modular 0.5mm wear layer Timber designs Quiet underfoot

elevators
Fire safety is a key consideration for materials used in elevators. Tarkett offers a huge range of designs and colours in 
products that meet the relevant standards, providing you with unparalleled design flexibility.

product Fire resistance design durability
Recommended Micra Premium 10.7kW/m2 30 all over designs Top rated for heavy traffic

Suitable Standard 9.7kW/m2 Classic directional pattern Suitable for heavy traffic commercial use

Suitable ID Excellence 50 Click  ≥ 8kW/m2 Timber designs 0.5mm wear layer

pharmacy
Creating a feeling of comfort and confidence is important in a Pharmacy environment.  Our hard-wearing modular vinyl tiles 
in realistic timber patterns create a relaxing ambience and can easily be moved to accommodate changes in store layout.

product slip resistance Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 50 Click modular R10 EN423* 10 timber colours

Suitable ID Excellence 70 R9 EN423* 14 timber colours

Suitable iQ Granit R10 EN423* 31 colours

*Good resistance to everyday substances

Fitness Centre
Flooring in fitness centres and gyms need to be durable whilst helping to absorb impact and sound to improve comfort and 
help reduce the risk of injury to patrons. 

product durability thickness impact sound reduction
Recommended Tapiflex Excellence 65 0.65mm wear layer 3.35mm 19dB

Suitable Tapiflex Essential 50 0.5mm wear layer 3.30mm 19dB

Suitable Omnisport Reference 0.7mm wear layer 6.5mm 19dB

hair salon
Hair salons are all about style but you still need a flooring that performs given the constant foot traffic and defined work 
areas. The presence of water and chemicals also requires excellent slip and chemical resistance. 

product slip resistance Chemical resistance Colours
Recommended ID Excellence 50 Click modular R10 EN423* 10 timber colours

Suitable ID Excellence 70 R9 EN423* 14 timber colours

Suitable Micra Premium R9 EN423* 30 colours

*Good resistance to everyday substances
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location Homogeneous Heterogeneous LVT Heavy Traffic Light 
Traffic Loose Lay Safety Floors Wood Laminate Bamboo Textile

Traffic Areas
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Entrance/ Information Kiosk S S S S S S S S S S S R             S

Central Management Offices S S S S S S S S S S S S S   S S S    S S S S

Department Stores S S S S S S S S S S S R             S

Store in a Store S S S S S S S S S S S S S   S S S    S S S R

Changing Rooms S S S S S S S S S S S S S S  S      S S S R

Toilets and Baby Change Areas                   R S S     

Stairways S S S S S S S S S S S S S  R S   S S S    S

Supermarket/ Checkout S S R S S S S S S  S S              

Fresh Food Areas S S S S S S S S S S S R       S S S     

Chilled Food Areas S R S S S S S            S S S     

Children's Play Area S S S S S S S S S S S S R S  S S S       R

Food Court S S S S S S S S S  S R              

Kitchen/ Food preparation                   R R R     

Bulky Goods S R S S S S S                   

Pharmacy S S S S S S  S S R S

Fitness Centre          R

Hair Salon S S S S S S  R S S S S

Elevators S S S S S R S    S S              

Flooring selection to meet EN649 standard - Heavy Duty Commercial Industrial 
Flooring must be installed to meet AS 1884 : Floor Coverings - Resilient Sheet and Tiles, Installation practises, and as specified in Tarkett installation instructions 
Material selected must be fit for the purpose in which they are intended and within industry standards

R = Reccomended 
S = Suitable

Flooring solutions

The table below highlights the full range of Tarkett products 
for stores & shops and their suitability for various applications.
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location Homogeneous Heterogeneous LVT Heavy Traffic Light 
Traffic Loose Lay Safety Floors Wood Laminate Bamboo Textile

Traffic Areas
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Entrance/ Information Kiosk S S S S S S S S S S S R             S

Central Management Offices S S S S S S S S S S S S S   S S S    S S S S

Department Stores S S S S S S S S S S S R             S

Store in a Store S S S S S S S S S S S S S   S S S    S S S R

Changing Rooms S S S S S S S S S S S S S S  S      S S S R

Toilets and Baby Change Areas                   R S S     

Stairways S S S S S S S S S S S S S  R S   S S S    S

Supermarket/ Checkout S S R S S S S S S  S S              

Fresh Food Areas S S S S S S S S S S S R       S S S     

Chilled Food Areas S R S S S S S            S S S     

Children's Play Area S S S S S S S S S S S S R S  S S S       R

Food Court S S S S S S S S S  S R              

Kitchen/ Food preparation                   R R R     

Bulky Goods S R S S S S S                   

Pharmacy S S S S S S  S S R S

Fitness Centre          R

Hair Salon S S S S S S  R S S S S

Elevators S S S S S R S    S S              

S
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Tarkett Australia can tailor a completely customized flooring solution 
in a vast array of formats and finishes to meet your every flooring 
need. Contact Tarkett today for more information.

unlimited possibilities
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www.tarkett.com.au

stores and shops

For more information contact tarkett on 1300 851 484  
or email customerservice@tarkett.com

Tarkett Australia Pty Ltd. 16 Anella Avenue, Castle Hill, NSW 2154

FB SHOP 12/13


